
Recommended by the Danish Laboratory Technicians Association 
(Dansk Laborant-Forening)

The Danish Laboratory Technicians Association recommends that companies use refrigerators 
and freezers with an extraction system in connection with the storage of chemicals.

“Refrigerators with chemicals should be fitted with special suction. Without suction, accumulated 
fumes will be released to the environment when the door is opened. Conversely, it is not 

possible to simply connect constant suction because the compressor then breaks down. The 
suction can be arranged so the user must activate a locking and suction device before opening, 

which ventilates the refrigerator in 15 to 30 seconds before the door is opened.”

The above quote is freely translated from the Danish book “Opbevaring af 
laboratoriekemikalier”, Danish Laboratory Technicians Association 

(Dansk Laborant-Forening)
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CHEMICAL REFRIGERATOR WITH EXTRACTION
- Temperature Controlled Chemical Storage and Personal Safety

Personal Protection in 15 seconds

Large storage without taking up much space
With a net volume of 331 liters, this cabinet manages to use its size optimally without 
taking up more space than an ordinary refrigerator.

✓

User-friendly display with menu
It is easy to set the refrigerator to fit your requirements. The size of the display and its 
position makes the text and graph easy to read.

✓

Personal protection - In 15 seconds
In addition to ensuring a stable temperature like other chemical refrigerators at the 
market, this also ensures personal safety. The chemical refrigerator's locking and 
extraction system ensures that the cabinet is ventilated, and thereby removes odors, 
fume and other contaminants before the cabinet can be opened.

✓

Integrated datalogger, battery backup and USB connection
Logs of temperatures and alarms, with a capacity of 35.000 logs that can be easily 
retrieved via USB connection for documentation needs. 
Battery backup ensures logs of data in case of power failure.

✓

Efficient cooling system and air circulation
Ensures controlled temperature stability of chemicals and medicines.

✓
Easy to connect
Connect exhaust to existing ventilation and plug in.

✓



An often overlooked but essential parameter is the temperature performance 
of the refrigerator. In many cases, storage temperature is one of the most 
important factors that can reduce the effectiveness of medications and chemicals. 
Therefore, it is important to monitor the storage temperature.

A medical refrigerator always stays inside 
the decided temperature range.
(Here 4° - 6°). 

A household refrigerator has larger fluctuations 
as the cooling system is different and there is no 
air circulation. It is therefore difficult to achieve 
temperature stability and uniformity.

3 key indicators of temperature performance:

• Temperature Stability - The precision in terms of maintaining a set-point 

temperature.

• Temperature Accuracy - How closely readings will match those of a 

calibrated standard.

• Temperature Uniformity - The potential variation in temperature between 

different points (top and bottom - see graph)
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AIR FLOW - is also an important factor
The distribution of the air flow inside the refrigerator is also a 

contributing factor to a good temperature stability and uniformity 
by eliminating "hot and cold spots". These hot and cold spots 
often entail that areas where storage would not be suited for 

medicines or chemicals, as the temperature conditions can affect 
both quality and effectiveness.

TEMPERATURE PERFORMANCE 
Stability, Uniformity and Accuracy

The refrigerator is fitted with probes that 
accurately monitor the temperature at 
different points inside the refrigerator, 
ensuring that the compressor works 
optimally. The recorded data can easily be 
extracted as documentation that the medicine 
and chemicals are stored under the right 
conditions.

The chemical refrigerator prevents 
temperature fluctuations and provides 
reliable temperature stability, ensuring 
that medicines and chemicals are stored 
in a controlled cool environment.
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Visual & Acoustic Alarms

Equipped with audible and visual alarms, it will 
alert you if conditions inside the refrigerator 
change from the set values.

• High / Low Temperature
• Open Door
• Probe Failure
• Power Failure 

CONTROLLER AND FEATURES 
Personal Protection, Temperature, Risk Reduction and Documentation

Open and close switch to start ventilation of the refrigerator
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User-friendly Display with Menu

It is easy to set the parameters of the refrigerator 
to fit your requirements. The size of the display 
and its position on the front of the refrigerator 
makes the text and graph easy to read.

Accurate Temperature Display

With individual probes, the 
controller will accurately indicate 
the refrigerator temperature and 
alarm with text and graph. 

Datalogger, USB Connection and Battery Backup

Logs the temperature on each of the probes inside the 
refrigerator and any alarms that may have occurred. 
The datalogger has a capacity of 35,000 logs that 
can be easily retrieved via USB connection for 
documentation needs. The Battery backup ensures logs 
of data in case of power failure.

Locking and Extraction System

With a single press on the switch, the ventilation of 
the refrigerator is started, and effectively removes 
odors, fume and other contaminants before the door 
can be opened. If there is not enough flow in the 
refrigerator when it needs to be ventilated, an alarm 
responds, and the refrigerator cannot be opened.

Flush Function

Automatic purging of air in the 
refrigerator, so accumulated fume 
and odors are removed, even if the 
door is not opened.



Feet
4 pcs. stable feet

Light
LED light

Open / Close Switch
Start ventilation of the refrigerator 

for safe access

Visual and Acoustic Alarms
High / Low Temperature 
Open Door
Probe Failure
Power Failure

USB Connection
To retrieve data from the refrigerator 
for documentation needs

Potential-free Contact
To CTS

Outer Material / Inner Material
Painted Steel / Painted Steel

Volume, Gross / Volume, Net
350 L. / 331 L.

WxDxH, Outer Dimensions
595x625x2105 mm

Interior Equipment
5 pcs. wire shelves, stainless steel

Air Inlet
Provides access to ambient air for 
air purification of the refrigerator

Defrost
Automatic defrost system

Temperature Range
+2/+8°C

Dual Air Stream
Ensures stable temperature 

in the refrigerator

Stable Cooling System
Ensures that the refrigerator quickly 

reaches the set temperature after 
opening the door

Energy Consumption
Glass door: 1,0 kWh/24t
Solid door: 0,9 kWh/24t

Door Closure 
Solid door or glass door

Datalogging 
Recording of temperatures 
and alarms, with a capacity 
of 35,000 logs

Lock
Electromagnetic safety lock 

Battery Backup
For recording temperatures and 
alarms in case of power failure

Adjustable Parameters
Easily change settings to 

fit your requirements

Text / Visual display and Alarm History
User-friendly display with menu. 

The display shows the exact temperature 
and any alarm with text and graph
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Exhaust
For ventilation duct
Ø100 mmFlush Function

Automatic flushing of the 
refrigerator


